All of these coupons are to be redeemed within Blackboard (BB)
(I just kept the dotted lines because it reminds me of my gramma and the coupons we used to clip together. 😊)

**Rainy Day Exam #1 Coupon**

This coupon allows you to correct up to 5 points on Exam #1. The following must be observed exactly:

- You must copy and paste the question(s) that you are correcting.
- You must copy and paste your original erroneous solution(s). Please label them as such.
- Then, you must add your corrected solutions under the erroneous ones (again, label them clearly).
- You must give at least one sentence explaining the mistakes you made on each problem you corrected the first time.
- You must additionally give at least one sentence describing what you learned from doing each problem over.

The corrections must be correct, and all steps above must be fully completed to be awarded points. This coupon may not be used for any other assignments. Due date: Friday, 10 AM, week after exam grades are returned to you. There will be a folder in BB.

**Rainy Day Project Coupon**

This coupon allows you to correct up to 5 points on any project (or combination of projects). The checklist for completeness and caveats for earning points are the same as the one for Exam #1, except for the due date: same due date and time as Exam #2.

**Rainy Day Quiz Coupon**

This coupon allows you to correct up to 10 points on any one quiz that you submitted on time. The checklist for completeness and caveats for earning points are the same as the one for the projects and Exam #1. Due date: same as Rainy Day Project coupon.

**Rainy Day BB Submission Coupon (good for up to two uses)**

I know that, sometimes, technology is annoying. And, sometimes, that annoying tech stuff happens when you’re trying to submit HW to BB. If BB screws up your submission, it’s not your fault – however, sometimes you’ll submit something to me in BB that isn’t in a conducive form for grading. This coupon helps remedy that – each of these counts as one use of this coupon:

- If you submit a rotated copy of a document, I’ll ask you to email it to me in correct form, and return the hard copy with comments to you in class.
- If you submit work where you have crammed your own work between a printed (and then rescanned) copy of one of my assessments, I’ll do the same as the last case.
- If you just can’t get BB to work and need to email me a document, that’s fine (twice). However, the emailed copy must be submitted before the assessment’s due date.

This coupon can be used up to two times during a term; if attempted to use more than twice, work will not be graded, and, in the case of projects or exams, grades of zero will be assigned.
**Rainy Day BB Late Coupon (good for up to two uses)**

“Oh no! I totally spaced the project!!!” Yeah, I know. It happens sometimes. That’s why I’ve created this past RDC – this one buys you an additional hour to get an assessment turned in. Here’s how it works:

- If you miss the assessment cutoff date and time, so long as you email me the assessment **within 2 hours** past said date and time, we’ll burn one of the two uses of this coupon with no penalty.
- I’ll make each non-use of this coupon with an extra credit point towards your final point total.

This coupon can be used up to two times during a term.